
english for beginners

Will he succeed in learning English? 
PPTx retelling, writing prompt, pre,

during, post watching activities. 
Edited video for class use! 

A video lesson about learning English and the holiday season

https://resources.eltbuzz.com/


1. What is the best way to learn English?
2. Is it difficult for old people to learn English?
3. Have you ever learned English to prepare to travel to an

English country?

The title of the movie is "English For Beginners".    Look at the picture.  What do you think the video is about?

I think the video is about  

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Order these events.

___   The man  orders a book online. 

___   The man  writes notes on things. 

___   The man  studies in the bathtub. 

___   The man  packs his suitcase. 

___   A package arrives at the house. 

___   The man  meets his grandchild. 

___   The man  studies on the bus. 

___   The man  takes a taxi. 

___   The man  says good-bye to his wife. 

___   A suitcase is delivered. 

Which ways did the man study and learn English?

___   Listening and repeating. ___   Online exercises. 

___   Learns with a teacher. 

___   Speaking in the mirror. 

___   Using a book. 

___   Memorizing vocabulary. 

___   Writing down words. ___   Practicing outside the house. 

Discuss.

Now.  Retell The Story In Your Own Words
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/13LohheKdT-kkExBnpIUfhsuo0Hub_OP9/view?usp=sharing


RETELL

Who:

Problem:

My Favorite Part:

Solution:

Where:

the story
Watch the video.  After, retell the story with these notes. 



GIVING ADVICE

ENGLISH

LEARNING

How I feel about my own learning

Learning a language isn't easy! 

Help everyone by sharing your top tips in learning English.
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The title of the movie is "English For Beginners".    Look at the picture.  What do you think the video is about?

I think the video is about  
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Order these events.

___   The man  orders a book online. 

___   The man  writes notes on things. 

___   The man  studies in the bathtub. 

___   The man  packs his suitcase. 

___   A package arrives at the house. 

___   The man  meets his grandchild. 

___   The man  studies on the bus. 

___   The man  takes a taxi. 

___   The man  says good-bye to his wife. 

___   A suitcase is delivered. 

Which ways did the man study and learn English?

___   Listening and repeating. ___   Online exercises. 

___   Learns with a teacher. 

___   Speaking in the mirror. 

___   Using a book. 

___   Memorizing vocabulary. 

___   Writing down words. ___   Practicing outside the house. 

Discuss.

Now.  Retell The Story In Your Own Words >>>>
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/13LohheKdT-kkExBnpIUfhsuo0Hub_OP9/view?usp=sharing


Please visit us! 
The largest and most complete lesson library on the web. 

FOLLOW US ON

https://resources.eltbuzz.com/search.html
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Elt-Buzz-Teaching-Resources
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